en nt te er rp pr ri is se es s, , p po ol li ic cy y a ad do op pt ti io on n a an nd d p pl la an nn ni in ng g: : T Th hr re ee e w we el lf fa ar re e p pr ro op po os si it ti io on ns s Abstract Public enterprises are production units of goods or services under government control. In spite of wide privatizations in the last two decades, public provision in this form can be observed in many countries and sectors, particularly in education, health, transport, energy and environment. This paper uses social Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) theory to explore the rationale for public enterprises. Three welfare propositions arise from CBA theory in a general equilibrium setting:
of Hellman et al (2000) and administrative inefficiency or corruption. Under state-capture both policy adoption and project selection are disrupted, in a precise sense, as shadow prices cannot lead to welfare improving decisions. Section 5, however, shows that shadow prices are still adequate welfare indicators for the public enterprise even when planning is distorted, provided that policies are not distorted. Section 6 offers some ideas for future empirical research, while section 7 summarizes and concludes.
The social cost-benefit setting
Following Stern (1987, 1990) , we can summarize the main ingredients of modern CBA theory as follows. 3 We shall consider a closed (to simplify) economy in which the main agents are: the government, households, private and public firms. Goods can be produced by private or public enterprises. The government aims at maximizing social welfare, which is defined as a suitable aggregation of individual welfare indicators. In order to reach this objective, the government controls the economy through a set of variables such as prices, distortive taxes (optimal lump-sum taxes are not feasible), quantity constraints on private production and consumption and the assignment to household of property rights on private firms, and at the same time matches the excess demands of households by a public production plan.
Given the impossibility of using optimal lump-sum taxes, first-best equilibrium is not feasible, and the government should seek a second-best solution (Atkinson and Stiglitz, 1980 and more recently Lipsey 2007 discuss the origin and developments of the idea of a second-best setting).
Public enterprises are simply firms under the full control of the government, which execute the public production plan and any project that passes a CBA test, as described below. Households maximize utility, a function directly related to consumption of goods, including goods produced by public enterprises. Private firms maximize profits, which are distributed to households, in proportion to their share-holding, or to government (who can be a passive shareholder of 'private' firms, or equivalently can tax a share of profits). Both private firms and households react to information on prices, rations, taxes, and determine their supply and demand accordingly(firms supply goods and demand labour and other production factors; household demand goods and supply labour).
The government is a comprehensive social planner, perfectly informed and, as said is 'benevolent', i.e. has no other objective than social welfare maximization. Observable prices in this 3 For a multi-government setting in the context of regional development policies, see Florio (2007) and Florio and Vignetti (2011) for an example of large scale application of CBA in the European Union.
context are distorted, except in the trivial case in which the government has a production plan which is nil for any good, sets all signals under his control at a zero level, and private markets are competitive. As observable prices cannot be trusted for taking welfare improving decisions, 'shadow prices' must be computed for the sake of welfare calculations. Shadow prices are social opportunity costs of the goods, more precisely defined as the marginal social value of goods around the optimum of the welfare function adopted by the government, computed by taking into account all the general equilibrium effects related to substitution and complementarity effects across goods.
This definition is such that shadow profits reflect the effect of a project on social welfare.
The government does not directly control the economy through the quantity allocation of goods to households and firms (as in a centrally planned economy), but indirectly: by 'indicative planning' to the private sector, and through its own production. The solution of the planning problem of the 'mixed-economy' government (i.e. with private and public provision) can be stated as selecting the level of signals which would lead the economy to the second best welfare position.
The marginal social value of a signal, such as tax or a quantity constraint, is again its marginal contribution to social welfare.
The economy is at its second best when there is no more scope for changing the signal (mathematically this is the first order condition of the planning problem, equivalent in general to setting to zero the first partial derivative of social welfare relative to the control variable, see the Appendix).
Thus a shadow price of a good is a summary statistics of the marginal general equilibrium effects of changing the availability of that good in the economy, given the optimal adoption by the government of the signals that influence the agents' supply and demand. The rule (in fact, mathematically a function in the signals/goods space) that links any change in the public sector production plan to the signals is a 'policy'.
Since the policy function is a central concept in the discussion below, it is important to analyze of its role in the economy, thus providing some intuition to its theoretical foundations.
While traditional CBA is a partial equilibrium exercise (see e.g. Boardman et al, 2003) , in the DS setting all the demand and supply effects should be considered, and are captured by shadow prices.
Suppose that a mayor wants to increase local public transport. This amounts to a change in the production plan of the local public sector, possibly provided by a municipally owned bus company.
This public project can be implemented only by changing something else in the economy of the city: a new bus must be acquired, i.e produced; drivers hired, and perhaps displaced from the private sector; taxes, perhaps on fuel, levied to finance the gap between existing transport fares and the service marginal cost (or the fares must be increased, etc). These changes will have effects on the capital market, the labour market, which are directly or indirectly related other markets, and possibly on income distribution. Thus, while one may think that the shadow price of the publicly provided bus service is only related to the marginal value of time of passengers, in fact it is also related to the policy that makes this change possible, and to all the resulting associated modifications in the economy.
In CBA it is customary to say that a public project is approved if it makes profits at shadow prices, i.e. if the social benefits are greater than costs. But under the Dreze and Stern (1987, 1990) setting, shadow-pricing goods also involves picking up, at the same time, the right policies to accommodate the public production. Conversely, any potentially beneficial public sector project can be disrupted if the policies that support the public sector plans are wrong. We elaborate below on this view of CBA in order to see its implications for the role of public enterprises. We structure our discussion by some working hypotheses, which are then combined in a more general proposition
The working hypotheses (WH) are conjectures based on earlier theoretical literature, while the propositions link together the WHs in a CBA setting.
The benchmark conceptual model: market failures Working Hypothesis 1: No plan, no public enterprise
A necessary (but not sufficient) condition for establishing a public enterprise is the existence of a public production plan in the goods' space.
As mentioned in the previous section, by a public production plan we understand that the net demand of the private sector is met by units under the control of a government layer in such a way that public provision balances demand. In other words, if at a given price and at any other demand determinants' level, there is excess demand, the latter is matched by public provision. Conversely, one can say that the public production plan is accommodated in the economy through a suitable private net demand. Trivially: for the local bus service to be provided by the public sector, there should be demand for it that is not satisfied by the private sector. As mentioned, private demand and supply are influenced by certain signals that can include e.g. producer prices, indirect taxes, direct taxation on production factors, property rights and consumption or production rations. Rationing can be applied on production or on consumption, and can be in the form of 'not less than' or 'no more than'. Given a set of goods that define individual, hence social, welfare in the standard framework, any government may in fact steer the economy in such a way as to balance public provision and net private demand. For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that the public budget must be balanced, and that money finance is impossible. It should be noted that the public production plan is in quantity terms and is independent of signals (i.e. prices). This is because otherwise the planning problem would have infinite solutions.
For example, if the government wants to produce a certain amount of education or health, the first step involves the solution of the welfare maximization problem, subject to the scarcity constraint (public production should match net private demand). If education or health (the production plan) depends on private sector prices, the maximization problem would have infinite solutions, and the production plan would not be under government's control anymore, and would in the end become part of the private sector. The government's production plan is a prior in the decision process and determines the final economic outcome.
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In other words, if the provider behaves as a private firm (a profit maximizer at observed prices), it is not clear why it should be under control (ownership) of the public sector. If however, the government has, for some reason, a plan to offer public transport to disabled people (in-kind subsidy), this is a necessary (but not a sufficient) condition to have a public provider. In fact there may be a private provider as well, under a public procurement scheme, an issue we shall discuss below (WH7). Conversely, if there is no such plan, there is certainly no need for a public enterprise.
Working Hypothesis 2: Policy Optimality Condition
Public provision evaluation requires that policy selection is second-best optimal in each control area.
Governments are complex institutions, organized through jurisdictions with their own competencies, and through departments or agencies with certain responsibilities. Each of these government layers, or sections, can be seen as a social planner constrained in the use of certain controls. The control area is the feasible set of policies and plans available to each unit of government.
As said, following the DS setting, a policy is a function that associates a production plan to a set of signals. If the local government wants to offer public housing at a discount (compared to market prices) to disadvantaged social groups, a policy is needed to establish e.g. the appropriation of a share of added value taxes revenues in that area, in order to finance the plan.
If a shadow price is defined as the social opportunity cost of a good, or equivalently as the social welfare change related to the supply (or consumption) of a unit of a good (a small change), and we consider the general equilibrium effects (including redistribution), then in principle the rules used to select the right policy and the right project (i.e. the right change in the public sector production plan) are the same. Suppose that a range of policies are available, e.g. a certain combination of indirect taxes and of tariffs to support an increase in public housing for students or the poor. There is no way to ascertain if a project is socially beneficial if at the same time the related policy is not selected. The problem is trivial if only one policy is available, but what can we say when the municipality has a menu of policy opportunities? In such a circumstance there is no way to compute the social benefit of the project because it depends upon the shadow prices, which in turn depend upon the policies. In plain words you have to compare the welfare gains and losses of beneficiaries of the housing project and of tax-payers, and you cannot do it if the welfare problem is not solved looking at both sides of the welfare change under the two policies. Thus, selecting the optimal indirect tax-tariff combination that supports the project is exactly the same as computing the net benefit of the project given that optimal combination of signals. While this may seem abstract, it has an important implication for public provision (and possibly for public enterprises): the selection of a sub-optimal policy alters the logic of the welfare calculation of the benefit of public provision. As we shall see, this fact has some consequences for the design of governance, accountability and performance evaluation, hence the set of incentives for the decision makers.
Working Hypothesis 3: No Exit Condition
A sufficient condition for public provision is that private provision at market prices is impossible, while there is a socially valuable net private demand for the goods at shadow prices.
A fundamental feature of private production is that there should be freedom of exit for a firm which makes losses at existing prices. Exit is recognized by Hirschman (1970) California is a recent episode, when the utilities where forced by policy intervention to produce at a loss. (Griffin and Puller, 2005) . See Helm (2007) for a reappraisal of energy market reforms when security of supply is a priority. In transport, Railtrack, the listed owner of tracks in the UK, went near to bankruptcy (Whitehouse, 2003) . NATS, the privatized air traffic control in the UK is another example (Majudmar and Ochieng, 2003) . In these three cases, governments had to act de facto as providers of last resort (whatever the formal ownership arrangements).
Testing industries with the No Exit Condition is a simple shortcut to see whether the social planner attaches a positive value to operations (at shadow prices) even when private firms would close down. A subsidized and regulated private provider, under our definition, is also a public enterprise, as it is fully under government's control.
Let us now summarize the three above mentioned WHs in the following Proposition.
Proposition 1 Under symmetric information and benevolent government, public provision is socially beneficial (a) when there is a well defined public production plan for some goods, (b) when policies are optimal and projects are selected in such a way as to pass a social cost-benefit test at shadow prices, and (c) when the shut down of the production of some goods is always socially undesirable even when it creates losses at observed prices.
This proposition simply summarizes the implicit message of CBA theory for public provision, and underlines that whatever the legal arrangements, a public firm and a private provider acting under optimal regulation, facing a benevolent government/regulator and under a complete and symmetric information are equivalent. See Sappington and Stiglitz (1987) for a related result, and the well known benchmark model of regulation by Laffont and Tirole (1993) , henceforth LT.
Government failures and asymmetric information
We now move to a less abstract and more complex economy, where the world deviates from the previous frame in several ways and we discuss how the previous hypotheses can be adapted to these new features. The aim of this exercise is to inject in the CBA framework some of the intuition of contemporary political economy. A core aspect of the following discussion is the acknowledgment that the public choice critique of welfare economics cannot be ignored or dismissed. It seems obvious that policy makers and adminitsrators are (also) self-interested: how does this fact change the previous line of reasoning?
The existence of agency problems under asymmetric information, with related issues of adverse selection and moral hazard, are certainly a feature of complex governmental organizations.
Would a social CBA framework survive under asymmetric information? These are difficult questions, and we shall again just suggest some working hypotheses that indicate tentative answers.
A core intuition of the political economy literature (Hellman et al 2000) is related to the distinction between 'state capture' (corruption to change the laws) and 'administrative corruption'
(corruption to influence the implementation of the existing laws). While this may be a simplification, what we have in mind is the following state of affairs: state capture is related to the selection of policies (and of policy-makers), while administrative corruption is related to the selection of plans (and of administators in charge of their implementation). Alesina and Tabellini (2004) observe that accountability and incentive mechanisms for the two types of decision-makers in the public sector are different, and this justifies different analytical approaches. In fact, most of Besley's (2006) discussion on good government is related to political agency issues, while it neglects the bureaucratic/managerial dimensions which where the concern of previous literature in the tradition of Niskanen (1971) and others. We now turn to the analysis and consider first the existence of inefficient or self interested planning bureaucracy.
Working Hypothesis 4: Not (fully) benevolent public bureaucracy distorts the production plan
Let us suppose that public planners are not (fully) of the benevolent type, and they have private interests attached to public production plans. This pushes the public production plan away from optimality. However, shadow pricing rules do not change.
While the WH4 may seem obvious, one weak point of public providers in some countries was the decoupling between production units under the control of the public sector and production plans and related objectives. Millward (2010) discusses the rationales for nationalization in Western Europe in the last century in energy and telecoms, and observes a certain shift of objectives over time. Florio (2004) suggests that in the UK the management of nationalized industries as public corporations without firm and clear economic objectives contributed to their privatization. When managers in the administration are not given clear and verifiable objectives, the scope for inefficiency and corruption increases. A government office in charge of the planning of public production can be prone to special interests. It will adopt a bad public provision plan, perhaps because it is influenced by some lobbies. For example, it will exaggerate the need of railways, because bureaucrats (we use this word in a broad sense) get side payments from suppliers of inputs to the public railway.
While this fact distorts the 'starting point' of the welfare evaluation, it does not change the basic welfare test and the shadow pricing logic of evaluation of a new railway project. This is a direct consequence of the fact that optimality of the plan is desirable, but not necessary to define the shadow prices.
In other words, the provision of one unit of public transport should be offered only if its general equilibrium marginal social cost is less than its marginal social benefit, until for the marginal service unit provided the net benefit is zero. And the shadow price of the service offered, whatever the tariff paid by the disabled person, will be the social opportunity cost of the service.
Clearly, a benevolent, fully informed, government office will adopt optimal plans, but for several reasons errors will be done, and in some cases special interests might influence the selection of the plan.
Project decisions are about marginal departures from a status quo. They are not influenced by information on infra-marginal values. By analogy, a profit-maximizing private firm's manager will approve ex-ante the project such that the net present value of marginal revenues equals marginal cost, whatever the mistakes the managers have discovered ex-post in the firm's overall investment plan, or in the decisions taken by other departments. There is nothing better to be done to improve the plan, than to use the opportunity cost of inputs and outputs.
Suppose that for some information constraints the planner does not know with certainty the demand of school minibuses in a rural area. Ex-post the plan can turn out to be sub-optimal, with some excess supply or demand, but ex-ante the expected value of demand, under the Arrow-Lind theorem of public sector risk neutrality (Layard, 1972) , is usually appropriate. Moreover, suppose that the local government office is constrained by insufficient transfers from the national government and cannot offer the optimal amount of transport. The plan will be constrained efficient, even if sub-optimal, and it can again be shown that the same cost-benefit rules apply. In this perspective corruption is only one possible source of planning inefficiency, but an inefficient plan does not change the shadow prices to be used for evaluating a new project. (2006) . Government failure may pertain both to the actual policy outcome and to the policy selection process. A first notion of government failure is related to Pareto inefficiency, in the sense that a "government fails when policies result in a society being inside its Pareto frontier" (Besley, 2006, p. 49) . The outcome of a policy is such that there is a possibility of improving a citizen's well-being without harming another citizen. A second cause of government failure is instead related to distributional issues, which are summarized by social welfare functions. In this context a government failure arises when policies are aimed at favouring political elites or special interests.
Finally, in a Wicksellian tradition, a government failure may arise if the outcome of a public policy does not lead to a Pareto improvement with respect to the situation of no government intervention.
These examples are broadly related to different types of government failures, which in turn can be simply defined as situations where government interventions is welfare-dominated by the do-nothing scenario, and are extensively studied in the political economy literature. The difference of effects between government failure of the administration or planning type, and of the 'state capture' type is perhaps less noticed. When policy adoption is influenced by low quality policymakers, captured by special interests, or self-interested themselves, or less able to govern in this perspective, shadow pricing becomes inconsistent. Going back to the example of local public transport, suppose that the existing production plan is exogenous, and the administration needs to evaluate a new project. Differently from the setting of WH4, the administration is efficient and benevolent. Informally, suppose that the shadow price of local public transport service should be computed as the benefit to users of increased service less the social cost of providing the service.
The benefit side of the story is often related, in practice, to the earned income of users, as their willingness to pay for the new service will equal, at the margin, the private value of time saved.
Some welfare weights will be used to aggregate individual values. The cost side includes, as mentioned above, the value of the inputs used by the project, augmented by the social cost of public finance needed to close the gap between tariff revenues and average costs, as in many cities local public transport gets a subsidy. Now, if the elected policy makers adopt a tax change which is not the least socially costly, the "shadow price" of the project based on existing sub-optimal policy does not lead to a welfare-improving change of the world. In fact, it would be always possible to improve the welfare of the city by not implementing the project, and improving the tax structure. In the planner's perspective, the existing sub-optimal policy cannot be ignored, because any new expenditure will create welfare losses that are unnecessary. Thus, the benevolent planner must use 'accounting-prices' for project evaluation which are constrained by the wrong policy adoption, and are no more shadow prices as we have defined them in Section 2.
Working Hypothesis 6: Corruption distorts ownership patterns

Government corruption distorts the decisions of privatization or nationalization in a non linear way.
This conjecture was suggested by Laffont, 2005 , who also provided a simple empirical test of it.
In the framework examined above, a consequence is that the control of firms will be suboptimal, but not necessarily in the direction of privatization or nationalization. In fact firms can be nationalized in order to extract rents, or can be privatized for the same reasons. According to Laffont (2005) when policy-makers have a private agenda, the regulators are also at risk of being captured. As ex-post evaluation is costly (see Cella and Florio, 2009 ), under asymmetric information there is a trade-off. Both benevolent and very corrupted governments may divest public enterprises, for very different reasons. Governments with a 'middle ground' corruption may also have an incentive to privatize, but not necessarily to increase social welfare. Undesirable privatization occurs when the private benefit/cost ratio of the policy-maker exceeds the social value of the divestiture. While this theoretical model has been proposed to elucidate some regulatory issues in developing countries, we think that it offers some helpful insight into the social value of the allocation of property rights by governments. In principle, a divestiture project should be evaluated exactly with the same set of shadow prices as a public investment project. For a discussion of CBA of privatization, see for example Jones et al. (1990) , Newbery and Pollitt (1997), Florio (2004) . Unfortunately, corruption in policy adoption disrupts the evaluation of privatization projects, exactly for the same argument of WH5. For example, suppose a government with self-interested policy-makers wants to privatize a public telecommunication corporation. As in Laffont (2005) , this can happen for bad or good reasons, according to the weight of the private agenda in the objective function of the government. Moreover, if tax policies are distorted, the social opportunity cost of public funds will be higher than necessary (see Dahlby, 2008 for a discussion). As the (public) telecom company provides precious dividends to the Treasury, clearly the shadow price of money accruing to government should be important in the evaluation, and this parameter enters in any evaluation of privatization. Another parameter is the social discount rate, as at privatization the government obtains some proceeds for sale of the assets but foregoes some future income, hence the net present values of future flows must be considered. However, also the social discount rate needs to be calculated assuming that optimal policies are selected, as a sub-optimal tax policy can disturb, for example, the rate of growth of the economy, which enters in the social discount rate (under the social time preference rate approach, see e.g. Evans and Kula, 2011) . Thus, state capture has two effects: it can directly corrupt the motivation of keeping into or transferring from the public sector certain activities, and indirectly, through the possible inconsistency of shadow prices needed to evaluate the reform, if other policies are distorted.
Working Hypothesis 7: Public procurement
Under asymmetric information public provision through government-owned enterprises and public procurement through privately-owned enterprises are no more welfare equivalent.
We turn now directly to public enterprises. The distinction between public "enterprise", "ownership", "provision" and "procurement" from a theoretical point of view might well differ from current usage of the terms. It thus seems helpful to clarify some issues, which until now where less prominent in the discussion.
In the DS framework a production unit under the full control of a governmental body is in the public sector, hence is defined as a public enterprise. This has nothing to do with its ownership.
A privately owned firm (henceforth POE) that is included in a government production plan and must respect commands from its regulator, e.g. on outputs, on prices and purchases of inputs etc., is not different from a state-owned firm that is also part of the production plan. If either GOEs or POEs managers have some freedom in their choices, they can be cost-minimizers or not (Laffont and Tirole, 1993) . Let us for a while ignore the latter issue and assume cost minimization for any type of firm.
Conversely, a GOE not fully controlled by the regulatory body is in the private sector, because it will simply respond to signals given it objectives and constraints. One can think, for example, to partly-privatized utilities where the management, after its appointment by the governmental body, behaves independently from the production plan z.
Thus public provision of a good simply means that a quantity z i is assigned to production units j=1,2….J-G, while the remaining production units, j=G, G+1,...,J, are in the private sector and do not have any planned objective.
One natural way in the DS setting to model this is to say that POEs have possibly quantity constraints on their output that are non-binding for at least one good, while SOEs' output is entirely rationed.
When looking at ownership in this way, it is clear why the only difference between a POE and a GOE lies in their inclusion/exclusion in the production plan. Thus, we can understand public procurement as the contract linking a POE to the plan, and under our previous hypothesis of cost minimization, the difference is immaterial if profits are entirely taxed or if there is competitive procurement under symmetric information.
Interestingly, one can think of production units that are public-private partnerships, PPP, not because of ownership arrangements, but because they are partly included in the plan and partly free:
one example is a GOE in the health sector that offers both planned assistance and market services for the rest of its capacity (typically extra hours of its personnel).
Having shown that ownership per se is immaterial in defining the public enterprise, we must link the DS and LT frameworks to show that after all a difference may emerge. A well known consequence of information asymmetry is that public ownership potentially is an efficient mechanism to counteract socially costly rents of efficient agent types, as in the incomplete contracts literature. Under public ownership strictu sensu there is no separation between the principal and the agent When the regulator/social planner is the owner of the GOE (or appointed by citizensowners), you may assume that because it owns the production unit he is well informed on its technology and can monitor the effort of its management. This may not hold between different layers of government, but here we refer to one single layer, such as a local bus transport company and the transport department of the municipality. This assumption is less realistic when the regulator faces a POE under a service contract. Hence, one way now to differentiate public and private firms is to note that the former is within the information set of the planner, while the latter is not. Again you can conceive intermediate cases, but it is simpler to focus on polar cases.
In this context ownership includes the right to be informed by the shareholder, and is embodied in the right to appoint directors. Thus, a POE, even if included in the public plan under a procurement contract, is now no longer equivalent to a GOE because information is asymmetric, and informative rents can be earned by efficient types in the POE, but in principle not in the GOE. Hence, public procurement and production are no more equivalent in terms of welfare.
Let us now formally summarize WH 4-5-6-7 as follows: The world of Proposition 1 is quite different by the world of Proposition 2. We clearly live in the latter, but we need to understand the former to improve on it.
The independent welfare economist can, in principle, compute her own optimal production plan and pick up second best policies by shadow prices that are consistent with social cost benefit analysis of projects. Public provision will emerge naturally in a second best world from the No Exit Condition.
Conversely, pessimistic public choice economists will tend to look at government as intrinsically inefficient and corrupt and will tend to suggest to give it the least possible role in production (and in regulation). They will use Proposition 2 as support for the market mechanism.
The meaning of Proposition 2, combined with Proposition 1, is however quite different. It suggests that in a world with a specific type of corruption (i.e. corruption in policy adoption) nothing can be said about private or public provision and ownership, because both can be the result of government's capture.
In other words, a (partly) corrupted government that adopts a wrong public provision plan for railways, but picks-up optimal tariff and taxation policies to support it, is less damaging in welfare terms than a government that adopts an optimal production plan, but with seriously distorted policies to support it.
When you combine corruption with asymmetric information, a particularly crucial policy,
i.e. the allocation of property rights is distorted and either privatization or nationalization can be wrong.
Thus, on a more positive perspective, Proposition 2 suggests that democracy should focus on policy adoption before considering production plans.
Public enterprises and the quality of government
In what follows we explore some consequences of Proposition 2, when we change some of its ingredients. We regard what follows as a combination of normative and positive perspectives.
Working Hypothesis 8: Shadow prices and institutions
If the policy-maker is not fully benevolent but cannot profit from policy design, then shadow prices are still sufficient statistics for the value of changes of the public plan.
We do not need to assume that policy-makers are benevolent in order to have an undistorted policy-adoption process. A milder condition is that policy-makers, even if non-benevolent, extract rents from their office in other ways than through law-making. For example, policy makers can enjoy rents in the form of high remunerations, free flights and accommodation, secretarial staff, and other perks. This is not implying that they will adopt the wrong policies. They may still adopt policies which are as near as possible to the optimum, and at the same time enjoy the privileges of their status. The self-interested policy-maker can either extract a rent directly from his position as a law-maker or a member of government in charge of policy decisions, or not. While the latter is probably an unavoidable cost of any political system to a certain extent, the former rent-extracting mechanism is highly dependent upon the nature of the political process, and on constitutional arrangements. For the first mechanism, certain conditions are needed, which are explored by political agency theory. An example of state capture is when a law-maker is able to get the approval of a bill, which is in the special interest of a lobby, and he successfully disguises it as a law, which is in a more general interest. To do so, perhaps, he will need to enter in logrolling activities and form what Besley (2006) describes as Coasian political coalitions. It is well known that such coalitions can be either beneficial or highly damaging in terms of social welfare, hence nothing can be said in principle on the welfare effects of this type of self-interested policy-making. Obviously, autocratic systems are also prone to this type of state capture, but democracies are not entirely protected from opportunism and other behaviours of elected representatives, particularly when in general the information available to the public is limited or distorted. These are indeed very traditional concern of political science.
Early 'public choice' economists have often focussed on rules ('constitutions', 'budgetary rules' etc) which constrain policy-adoption. The welfare effect of such rules, however, cannot be established once and for all. More in general, transparency and freedom of information, duration of tenure, public ethos, etc, can be seen as mechanisms which try to protect policy-making from rentseeking. While, as for Proposition 2, the logic of shadow pricing, i.e. of social cost benefit analysis is disrupted by sub-optimal policies, shadow prices are robust to other forms of self-interest of policy-makers. In other words, social CBA can survive a corrupted law-maker or ministry, provided that there are institutions which protect policy-making, and political rent is distributed in other forms.
Working Hypothesis 9: Relative rents under POE and GOE
Public enterprises will be welfare superior to privately-owned enterprises when the rents of the planner related to public ownership are less than the rents of the private providers under procurement, and shadow prices must be used to compare the outcomes.
WH9 suggests that under asymmetric information and self interest of some of the players, public procurement and provision are not equivalent anymore in welfare terms. Let us assume that the planner is not entirely benevolent and has a private agenda, hence the SOE is not costminimizing. Is this enough to say that POEs under the plan will be more socially efficient than GOEs? This is not sure in the LT framework, because two inefficiencies need to be compared: the socially costly profits of rents earned under public procurement by private owners and the similarly socially costly rents of the not fully benevolent regulator (see Ceriani and Florio, 2011 Exit Condition WH3 and that policies, including the ones necessary to cover the budget deficit of a water firm under natural monopoly, are second-best optimal (i.e indirect taxes are optimal), or as close to the optimal ones as possible given the constraints faced by the mayor, under WH2. The production plan is less than optimal because the managers of the firm are able to hide some information to the political principal, and do not minimize costs (for example because they do not want to provide their incentive compatible maximum effort to select the best offers by suppliers, to organize the workforce). The political principal observes ex-post this fact, and faces the alternative of privatizing the firm, or starting an auction for the concession of the service à la Demsetz (1967).
The information asymmetry and the objectives of the POE are such that the production inefficiency of the municipally owned water service provider must now be compared with the allocative inefficiency of the entrant. Ceriani and Florio (2011) show that price regulation of a privatized provider of network services introduces a distortion of another type, and that even competition is often insufficient to wipe away rents, which need to be compared in the different alternatives. This comparison should be done, in a partial equilibrium setting, by looking at consumer's surpluses, and then looking at rents distributed to other agents. In general equilibrium, the appropriate procedure is to look at shadow prices and calculate the social welfare impact of the reforms, as described in Dreze and Stern (1990) , who briefly mention the case of privatization. Thus, if policies are not distorted, the alternative faced by the policy makers, between public provision of water or public procurement, must be compared by welfare calculations based on shadow prices. While, in CBA practice, shortcuts are used, this approach is robust.
We now summarize and conclude by the following:
Proposition 3
If the social planner is not fully benevolent but cannot profit from policy design, then shadow prices are still sufficient statistics for the value of changes of the public plan; public enterprises will be welfare superior to privately-owned enterprises when the rents of the planner related to public ownership are less than the rents of the private providers under procurement, and shadow prices must be used to compare the outcomes.
In the DS framework, the smallest control area is the fully determined case, when policy is exogenous to the (local) layer of government. Thus, the true trade-off between POE and GOE is when there is a range of policies to be selected, different levels of corruption, and different information structures.
One can think of a family of models that make ownership choice in the implementation of the production plan a function of a small set of parameters for welfare maximization.
Directions for future empirical research
The discussion presented in the previous sections has important policy implications in terms of the role and scope of public intervention, in the form of policy-making and implementation and direct public production through state-owned (or controlled) firms in relation to a country's institutional setting. In order to translate our normative and theoretical discussion in policy recommendations, however, a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms and empirical stylized facts is required.
Ideally we would want to analyze, in different countries with varying institutional settings, the behaviour of policy makers in the process of policy selection; the production decisions of GOEs and the actual procedures and administrative process put in place by public officers to reach the desired policy outcomes. While this type of data, at the desired disaggregation, is difficult to collect, we can verify, albeit indirectly, one of the main conclusions of our analysis, namely the different role of two aspects of the institutional framework: political corruption (or state capture) and administrative corruption. In the tradition of the literature examining the quality of government (Rothstein, 2008 and ) and the influence of institutions on economic performance and growth (Acemoglu, 2002; Glaeser et al. 2004 ) we want to ascertain whether by considering institutions at two different levels of the political process different patterns with respect to the outcome of public policies can be detected. While the importance of quality of government on different measures of performance and well-being is widely documented in the literature (Kaufman et al. 2004; Rothstein, 2009 ) the distinction between different types of institutions and the implications with respect to policy outcomes has been less explored (a notable exception is Hellman et al, 2000) . We thus present a preliminary correlation and graphical analysis of the effect of political and administrative corruption on an aggregate index that reflects economic well being and the outcome of social policy measure: the Human Development Index (QoG Databank, UNDP, 2004) which is an indicator that accounts for life expectancy at birth, mean and expected years of schooling and gross national income per capita. This indicator measures the progress of a country in three important dimensions of human development (health, knowledge and standards of living) and may reflect the performance of the underlying political and economic system. We believe this variable may be useful, in this preliminary stage of empirical analysis, as an indication not only of economic well-being, but also of public policies, especially in the realm of social outcomes, put in place in the country.
All the data used in this analysis comes from the QoG Databank (Teorell et al., 2011) .5 1 1.5 2 2.5 .6 .7 .8 .9
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Index of Democracy While these results are evocative, we take them as preliminary evidence that not only the general level of institutional quality matters in determining the outcome and effect of public policies, but also that corruption and distortions at the policy selection level seem to have a stronger effect with respect to administrative corruption. We hope that this may be a promising avenue of future research.
Concluding remarks
This paper contributes to the theory of cost-benefit analysis by integrating some intuitions of contemporary political economy into the framework of applied welfare economics. We have first discussed a benchmark conceptual model that develops one specific aspect of the general equilibrium approach to CBA: the relationship between policies and shadow prices when the government is a social welfare maximizer and has full control of public enterprises. The idea that a policy function is needed to properly define shadow prices is due to Stern (1987,1990) but has received very limited attention in CBA literature. We, however, suggest that this idea, which explicitly links the evaluation of policies and of goods, potentially establishes an important bridge between welfare economics and political economy.
In the benchmark model, public enterprises, the production units of goods included in a the plan of the public sector, respond to government, and any new project should be evaluated at shadow prices, which in turn are computed at the same time of optimal policies.
The features that make the benchmark model unattractive in practice are the empirical observation of two facts: first that policy-makers are often self-interested principals, and -secondthat they are unable to fully control planners and administrators, i.e. their agents.
We have offered some working hypotheses on the implications of these features, and suggested that sub-optimal policy making by self-interested politicians has potentially wide damaging effects on public investment decisions, privatization, and public procurement. We have also noticed that self-interested administrators can distort planning, but that this is not per se.
The excessively optimistic implications of the benchmark model, and the perhaps excessively pessimistic ones of Proposition 2, are moderated by two closely related statements: that containing political corruption should be a top priority in any economy, while administrative corruption, in principle can be seen as disturbing, but perhaps less devastating.
Besley (2006) offers a theory of the selection of policy makers, which gives us many insights, but does not directly solve the problem we have identified through Proposition 2, while the world of Proposition 1 is just a benchmark. The possible way out is the world of Proposition 3, where realism about corruption and asymmetric information is combined with reforms that channel rents where they are less damaging.
If the greater threat to social welfare comes usually not from sub-optimal public provision plans, but from wrong and self interested policies, what can we say about mechanisms that contain this class of actions? This is not an easy question, and not necessarily a question that an economist is better equipped than a political scientists to answer. It is, however, in our opinion the core of any rethinking of the potential role of public enterprise after two decades of privatization policies, in those circumstances where, in a well defined welfare meaning, market fails more than government fails.
Appendix: The DS framework
According to Dréze and Stern, 1987 and 1990, shadow prices 6 arise as the solution to the optimization of the Social Welfare Function (SWF) in a model with consumers, producers, a social planner and in which the economy is characterized by price rigidities, quantity rationing, trade quotas and exogenous taxes and transfers.
The social planner is defined as the project evaluator, where the project is intended as a change in the net supply of goods by the public sector, characterized by a social welfare function.
The rule that associates a state of the economy with a (public) production plan is defined as a policy. Appropriate signals have to be provided to incentivize people to the desired investment decision or behaviour.
A policy is a function , while the side constraint is S s ∈ , where S is the opportunity set of the planner.
The social planner maximizes its social welfare function subject to the side and scarcity constraint: With these definitions in mind, MSV for each commodity may be computed. By setting the MSV of control variables (such as for example prices) to zero, we can study the shadow pricing rules and optimal policy rules. By studying the MSV of predetermined variables, we can study directions of welfare-improving reforms.
For a discussion of shadow wages in the DS general equilibrium framework and a recent example of a simplified empirical application of this setting, see Del Bo et al. (2011) .
